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Efforts to improve patient care and capitalize on vast
stores of medical information will lean heavily on
healthcare information systems—many experts believe
computerization must pay off now
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A line of type on
radical change
The healthcare industry expects IT to provide
significant tangible benefits in the next decade.
As a fresh-out-of-college, pea-green journalist, I walked
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into my first job at a rural Illinois weekly newspaper, sat
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down in front of a non-electric Royal typewriter, and
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started to (literally) bang out stories.
At that newspaper, only weeks before I arrived, a
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reporter’s typewritten stories would have been keyed into
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a linotype machine that cast them, line by line, in hot lead
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type. That type would have been locked into massive forms and muscled into
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the flat-bed cylinder press in the basement of the newspaper’s building and
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printed—a process that had been used for the previous 70 years.
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But by the time I started the job, the newspaper had shifted to a process
where type was outputted on long strips of paper film. After layout, the newspaper’s pages eventually were sent to an offsite press that used offset printing
technology to print the newspaper.
Journalism has changed radically since those days, but it hardly compares
with the massive shift in using technology that’s occurred in healthcare. In the
past 10 years, information technology has become critical to hospitals, physicians’ offices, insurers and consumer-patients.
EHRs have gone from the exception in the industry to the rule. But clearly,

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER�������������������������������������Gemma Postlethwaite

that’s not the end goal—just taking notes that were once paper and making

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER��������������������������������������������������������� Sean Kron

them electronic is only a crude adaptation of a manual process. Now, in the

CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER�������������������������������������������������������� Jeff Mancini
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2020s, the industry needs to capitalize on its IT investment—optimizing care,
increasing efficiency and saving money.
Our cover story looks at eight areas in which IT will be asked to support ways
in which healthcare will radically change in the new decade. Exciting changes
lie ahead, and we look forward to accompanying you on the journey.

VP, PEOPLE & CULTURE�����������������������������������������������������������������Lee Gavin

—Fred Bazzoli
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Rucker: APIs will empower consumers

MED

ONC head believes access to patient data will help transform healthcare.

EH

By Greg Slabodkin

Rese
that

recor
Standards-based application program-

the consumer app economy in health-

providers to offer patients’ access to

ming interfaces, the way that comput-

care will “hold us as providers account-

their electronic health information

ers “talk” to each other, are the

able for levels of service and innovation

through secure APIs.

technological enablers that will ensure

that we haven’t had” in the past. “All of

consumer access to health information.

this brave new world is predicated on

will be as protective of their medical

the right of the patient to get their data

data as they are of their banking

nator for Health IT Don Rucker, MD,

about their body,” according to Rucker.

information. Still, ONC is warning about

EHRs

who sees APIs as driving consumer

“We have not had that right.”

the inherent risks of sharing data with

reach

third party API-based apps that may

and p

That’s the vision of National Coordi-

empowerment in healthcare by

Despite the individual right to access

and e

EH

by pr

Rucker contends that most patients

deve

resea

As

health information about themselves

put health information at risk from

Ho

with third party API-based apps.

established by HIPAA, patients often

inappropriate secondary uses and

clinic

lack access to their data, which hinders

disclosures. “We’re working with a

healt

based on APIs has transformed our

their ability to manage their healthcare

number of folks on better ways of doing

incre

financial, travel and entertainment

and shop for medical services at lower

consent,” Rucker added. “There’s a very

industries,” said Rucker at ONC’s

prices, Rucker pointed out.

delicate balancing act on how do we

“That fundamental realignment

Interoperability Forum in Washington.
In particular, Rucker contends that
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However, he noted that ONC has
issued a proposed rule requiring

protect the consumers’ right of access
with protections around privacy.” □
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Epic unveils research effort
Epic is unveiling a massive data compilation

with more than 30 other customers that could

effort intended to gather de-identified patient

contribute data, which would result in the data

information from participating systems that

of about 25 million patients being included.

eventually could be used by clinicians to
improve care decisions.
Called Cosmos, the initiative aims to aggre-

the medical information they contribute to

gate patients’ medical information from its

Cosmos is of high quality and standardized to

customers to offer a wider base of information

ensure that it can be used to support research.

from which to enable real-world evidence based

“A big part of what we do is used stan-

practice of medicine, even for conditions that

dards-based vocabularies, such as SNOMED,”

are now currently rare and on which it’s difficult

says Sam Butler, MD, Epic’s chief medical officer.

to have a large enough sample size on which to

For its part, Epic “does the heavy lifting behind

make medical decisions.

the scenes. We’re doing the actual mapping of

So far, nine healthcare systems are contributing patient data to Cosmos, says Sumit Rana,

rs

Health systems that want to participate sign
a contract and then must work to ensure that

terminologies” to enable Cosmos to work.
Epic is still in the process of talking to

senior vice president of research and develop-

customers to gain participation. The data won’t

ment for Epic. Those systems have data on 7.7

be used for research until it has the records of

million patients. The company is in discussions

20 million patients.—Fred Bazzoli

Health Level Seven
International are
teaming on a new
project to improve
the interoperability of
social determinants
of health data.
The Gravity Project,
part of HL7’s
program to accelerate adoption of its

standardize medical
codes to support the
use of SDOH-related

Research by the Regenstrief Institute suggests

University, Mount Sinai Health System, University

that the widespread use of electronic health

of Michigan, Brown University, the American

records systems can aid evidence-generating

Medical Informatics Association and the Depart-

and evidence-based medicine.

ment of Health and Human Services.

EHR systems, now widely deployed and used

Evidence-based medicine has become the

by provider organizations, can enable broader

bedrock of clinical decision-making and

development of learning health systems, the HIT

facilitated by use of EHRs. Similarly, evi-

research organization contends.

dence-generating medicine can be utilized to

As a consequence of widespread adoption of

enable the generation of evidence from re-

bout

EHRs, data-driven healthcare now is within

al-world practice. This offers the potential to

ith

reach, contends Peter J. Embi, an informaticst

transform a severely limited clinical research

and president and CEO at Regenstrief.

system that is expensive, inefficient and incapa-

ay

However, despite unprecedented volumes of
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Physicians and

Resources, aims to

EHRs aid data-driven care
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Academy of Family

Fast Healthcare

MEDICAL RESEARCH

nts

very

The American

Interoperability

o

oing

AAFP, HL7
take aim at
SDOH data

ble of scaling to address the myriad unanswered

clinical data generated daily across the nation’s

questions of clinicians and patients, Embi and

health system, the ability to leverage the data to

colleagues believe. Evidence-generating

increase knowledge of health and disease, and

medicine is the use of research and quality

drive improvements, remain overwhelmingly

improvement considerations into the organiza-

unrealized, he says.

tion and practice of healthcare to advance

The research includes insights from multiple
informaticists in such organizations as Duke

biomedical science and improve the health of
individuals and populations.—Joseph Goedert

data in patient care,
care coordination,
population health
management and
value-based
care.“Progress in
patient care and
research has made
significant strides
with the emergence
of the HL7 FHIR
Accelerator Program,” said HL7 CEO
Chuck Jaffe, MD. The
Gravity Project is
initially focused on
food security, housing
stability and quality
and transportation
access.
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AHA eyes telehealth tweaks
While the Federal Communications Commission’s proposed $100 million telehealth pilot
program is a critical step towards advancing
connected care, the FCC must limit the data collection and reporting requirements on healthcare providers if the initiative is to succeed.
That’s the contention of the American
Hospital Association, which submitted written

• Allow program participants to report data on
an aggregated basis.
• Limit any data reporting requirements to
annual reporting, without mandating that
program participants conduct clinical trials.
• Adopt simple and realistic metrics for
measuring a project’s success.

expenses, internal connections, network

Connected Care Pilot Program meant to boost

equipment, end-user devices, medical devices

the use of telehealth for low-income patients,

and mobile applications.

Under the proposed pilot, the FCC wants to

reached an agreement in principle with
the Department of
Justice to resolve
HIPAA and federal

“A quarterly or even semi-annual reporting

anti-kickback law

requirement may prove to be excessive for

investigations.

smaller or rural providers that already are

services that are most effective in terms of their

committing a sizable portion of their budgets to

benefits, costs and savings.

regulatory compliance and may have very few

following actions:

EHR vendor Practice
year by Allscripts, has

gather data on the types of connected care

Specifically, AHA wants the FCC to take the

Allscripts
to pay
$145M fine
Fusion, acquired last

Make funding available for administrative

comments to the FCC on the three-year

veterans and rural Americans.

Te

staff personnel available for reporting activities,”
contends AHA.—Greg Slabodkin

In early 2018,
Allscripts announced
its plans to buy the
physician practice
vendor for $100
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million in cash due—
in part—to Practice

MEDICARE

CDS looms for radiology
which providers won’t be penalized, but then

as the federal government rolls out a plan to

radiologists’ payments could be at risk if

require the use of clinical decision support in

physicians ordering one of the eight types of

ordering studies.

radiological studies don’t include evidence that

The use of clinical decision support to order
imaging studies for Medicare patients for several

they consulted decision support and include
appropriate codes on their orders.

how the program will operate in practice,

may not be a uniform way for clinicians ordering

according to experts presenting at the recent

the radiological exams to access the clinical

annual meeting of the Society for Imaging

decision support they need to see before making

Informatics in Medicine.

a decision—whether through an EHR or a
Clinicians will be able to override guidance,
but eventually, the top 5 percent of clinicians

consulted an approved appropriate use criteria

whose orders conflict with AUCs will be deemed

(AUC) evidence-based knowledge base at the

outliers and will need third-party authorization

time an order is initiated for the imaging

to order imaging, says Adam Flanders, MD,

provider to get reimbursed.

co-director of neuroradiology, ENT radiology at

006_HDM1019_001 6

related to the DOJ
investigations, which
the company
believes will be
sufficient to resolve
all potential civil and

separate portal.

patients will be required to prove that they have
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“Allscripts recorded a
the second quarter

are in place for the program. For example, there

Jefferson University.—Fred Bazzoli

settlement with DOJ.
$145 million charge in

January 1, but much remains unknown about

There will be a one-year grace period during

A con

ably more in a

However, it’s not certain that all the pieces

eight types of advanced imaging studies for out-

will end up costing
Allscripts consider-

common procedures is scheduled to begin on

Beginning January 1, providers who order

A

EHR technology.

Radiology practices may be left holding the bag

MED

Now, Practice Fusion

Fusion’s “affordable”

criminal liability in
connection with
these investigations,”
the company
reported in reporting
its second quarter
2019 results.
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INTEROPERABILITY

Tech giants commit to FHIR
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Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, and

practices from other standards to define a

Salesforce once again have pledged to work to

comprehensive, secure and semantically

advance HL7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability

extensible specification for interoperability,” and

Resources application programming interface.

as such, they contend that “the techniques

The six technology behemoths made the joint

required to meet the objectives of ONC and

announcement to coincide with the White House

CMS are available today and can be delivered

Blue Button Developers Conference, commiting

cost effectively with well-engineered systems.”

to accelerate the delivery of FHIR APIs.
Last year, the companies made a similar

“We are committed to introducing tools for
the healthcare developer community,” states the

pledge to support FHIR. However, earlier this

companies’ pledge. “We commit to offering

year, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

technical guidance based on our work including

Services and the Office of the National Coordi-

solution architecture diagrams, system narra-

nator for Health IT proposed rules that the tech

tives and reference implementations to acceler-

giants point out “focus on the use of FHIR as an

ate deployments for all industry stakeholders.

open standard for electronically exchanging

We will work diligently to ensure these blueprints

healthcare information.”

provide a clear and robust path to achieving the

According to the joint statement from the
vendors, FHIR “builds on concepts and best

spirit of an API-first strategy for healthcare
interoperability.”—Greg Slabodkin
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The Department of
Veterans Affairs has
completed the initial
data migration for its
Electronic Health
Record Modernization by transferring
the records of 23.5
million veterans to a
Cerner data center.
Both the VA and the
Department of
Defense will share
the data center
hosted at Cerner’s
Kansas City head-

ue—

ble”

VA switches
24M records
to Cerner

quarters as the two

MEDICAL RESEARCH

AWS in ML research effort

agencies look to
implement a
common Cerner

A consortium of three Pittsburgh institutions,

research and help translate those advances into

focused on turning big data into better health, is

treatments and improved experiences for

joining forces with Amazon Web Services as part

patients,” said Swami Sivasubramanian, vice

of a machine learning research sponsorship.

president of machine learning for AWS.

The Pittsburgh Health Data Alliance, which

As part of the initiative, PHDA researchers

includes Carnegie Mellon University, the

from CMU and Pitt will engage in eight projects,

University of Pittsburgh and UPMC, will leverage

including an effort to create an individual risk

AWS machine learning services to improve

score for cancer patients, enabling doctors to

patient care through cancer diagnostics,

better predict the course of their disease and

precision medicine, voice-enabled technologies

response to treatment.

and medical imaging.
“New machine learning technologies and

UPMC Enterprises, the integrated health
system’s commercialization arm, funds PHDA,

advances in computing power, like those offered

and UPMC will provide de-identified clinical

by Amazon SageMaker and Amazon EC2, are

data to support the projects under the machine

making it possible to rapidly translate insights

learning research sponsorship with AWS. PHDA

discovered in the lab into treatments and

includes three complementary Pittsburgh-based

services that could dramatically improve human

institutions bringing together CMU’s world-class

health,” according to PDHA’s announcement.

computer science and machine learning, Pitt’s

“We believe that machine learning can

expertise in biomedical research, and UPMC’s

significantly accelerate the progress of medical

academic medical center.—Greg Slabodkin

Millennium EHR
system.
The 23.5 million
veteran health
records that were
recently transferred
to the shared data
center with DoD will
be processed this
summer. Even so, the
VA will need to
maintain its legacy
electronic health
record system at a
cost of nearly $5
billion over 10 years
until it is replaced by
a commercial
off-the-shelf EHR
from Cerner.
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Agency aims to update records rule

INTE

HHS proposes rule to reform substance abuse confidentiality regulations.

Fe

By Greg Slabodkin

The F

of th

endin
The Department of Health and Human

what constitutes a Part 2 record and its

availability of behavioral healthcare,

Services wants to ease decades-old

applicability,” while giving providers

especially as we combat our nation’s

regulations preventing physicians from

“clarity about what is, or should be,

crisis of opioid addiction and substance

data

knowing patients’ histories of addiction

protected by Part 2 and to ensure

abuse.”

gove

treatment.

non-Part 2 providers are not discour-

At the same time, HHS contends that

Howe

aged from caring for SUD patients or

the “basic framework for confidentiality

agen

of Federal Regulations Part 2 (42 CFR

recording SUD information due to

protection of SUD patient records

platf

Part 2) more than 40 years ago because

onerous legal requirements,” according

created by federally assisted treatment

trans

of concerns about the potentially

to the HHS announcement.

programs will not be altered under the

Congress passed Title 42 of the Code

negative consequences—including

In a written statement, HHS Secre-

proje

CO

“A

proposed rule” and that 42 CFR Part 2

and c

tary Alex Azar said the “outdated

“will continue to prohibit law enforce-

imple

disclosing patient records of individuals

regulations have often stood in the way

ment use of SUD patient records in

the g

with substance use disorders.

of delivering that kind of care, and our

criminal prosecution against the

there

proposed reforms to 42 CFR Part 2 aim

patient, and will also continue to

the re

sections of 42 CFR Part 2 to “encourage

to change that,” reflecting the “high

restrict the disclosure of SUD treatment

care coordination among providers,

priority that the Trump administration

records without patient consent unless

including updating the definition of

places on improving the quality and

an exception applies.” □

The proposed rule modifies several
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Telemed could rescue rurals
With rural hospitals facing financial pressures

“The delivery of healthcare is changing, and

and many forced to close, telehealth can help

policy needs to keep pace with that technology,”

solve some of the challenges confronting rural

emphasized Grassley. “Cutting ridiculous red

communities in maintaining access to care.

tape and prioritizing telehealth services will

That’s the contention of Sen. Chuck Grassley
(R-Iowa), chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee. “Rural communities are struggling to

grow patient volume, expand access, improve
care and increase flexibility.”
Towards that end, Grassley said he and other

keep healthcare services available for their

senators have reintroduced a bipartisan bill that

residents,” said Grassley, who noted that 18

would allow rural diabetic patients to receive

percent of Iowa’s rural hospitals are at high risk

regular vision screening using telemedicine.

for closure. “Some rural communities are facing

More broadly, the Rural Emergency Acute Care

the stark possibility of having no healthcare

Hospital (REACH) Act would create a new “rural

services available in their county whatsoever.”

emergency hospital” classification under

A February analysis by consultancy Navigant

Medicare. Many rural hospitals are currently

shows that 21 percent of rural hospitals—430

designated as critical access hospitals under

facilities across 43 states—are at high risk of

Medicare and as a result have to maintain a

closing—of those, 64 percent, or 277, are

certain amount of inpatient beds and provide

considered essential to their communities.

emergency care services.—G.S.

Sequoia to
set rules for
exchange
The Office of the
National Coordinator
for Health IT has
tasked The Sequoia
Project with creating
baseline technical
and legal requirements for health
information networks.
The requirements are
intended to enable
healthcare organizations to share
electronic health
information in
support of the 21st
Century Cures Act.

INTEROPERABILITY

Feds end project support

health information

the FHA and ONC will be shutting down the

of the National Coordinator for Health IT are

CONNECT Wiki on September 6,” the agencies

ending support for an open source software

announced.

CONNECT enables secure electronic health

n’s

operates a national

The Federal Health Architecture and the Office

project that promotes interoperability.

e,

The Sequoia Project

A blog co-written by Sherilyn Pruitt, director
of ONC’s Office of Programs and Engagement,

data exchange among providers, insurers,

and Avinash Shanbhag, director of the Nation-

government agencies and consumer services.

wide Health Information Network Division at

that

However, it’s been 10 years since federal

HHS, notes that the final version of the software,

ality

agencies first co-developed the messaging

CONNECT 5.3, was released in July and is

platform, and the government now wants to

available online.

ance

transition the project to the private sector.

ment

“As an open source project, the software code

the

rt 2

ment

ess

BLOOMBERGNEWS

e-

According to Pruitt and Shanbhag, during its
decade-long history, CONNECT has served

and community resources can be adopted and

many roles, including electronically connecting

implemented by any interested organization, but

federal agencies and private sector organiza-

the government will no longer be involved and

tions to the eHealth Exchange. They contend

therefore will not endorse or verify the quality of

that “by implementing and testing emerging

the resources previously managed by the

healthcare interoperability standards, the

CONNECT Community under FHA’s guidance,”

federal agencies that support the development

according to an announcement.

of CONNECT performed a real service to our

“As part of ending the support for CONNECT,

network.
ONC is contributing
$900,000 for the
project during the
first year. The Cures
Act’s focus on trusted
exchange is an
important step
toward fostering
transparency and
competition in the
industry by addressing technical barriers
and business
practices that
impede secure and
appropriate sharing
of electronic health
information.

country.”—G.S.
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Efforts to improve patient care and capitalize on
vast stores of medical information will lean heavily on
healthcare information systems—many experts believe
computerization must pay off now

T

he landscape of healthcare entering the new
decade is immeasurably different than it was in
2010.
From an information technology perspective,

electronic health records systems have become
standard tools of the trade at almost all health-

care organizations. That’s a far cry from 2010, when a minority
of hospitals and only a tiny fraction of physician practices had
such systems in place.
And in the past 10 years, information technologies such as
artificial intelligence, augmented and virtual reality devices and
precision medicine have moved from experimental to capacities that hold significant hope for improving medical care in the
new decade.
Beyond that, information technology has become an integral
part of delivering care in healthcare organizations. Problems
still exist in determining how best to promote efficiency and
augment the work of healthcare professionals with it, but few
question the value—and potential payoff—that can come from
its use.
Meanwhile, HIT likely will be called upon to help the industry
as it inexorably moves to value-based care reimbursement
approaches, in an effort to restrain healthcare costs, and
improve the quality and efficacy of care that patients receive.
With a new decade nearly upon us, the staff of Health Data
Management sought to look at some of the emerging ways
that information technology will make a difference in the
delivery of medical care over the next 10 years. Given the scope
of that assignment, the common response from our research
was that it’s impossible to project accurately what the next
decade holds, but it’s clear that the industry will make significant progress on using the technology and gaining results from
it, not just focusing on “laying the pipes” as was necessary in
the 2010s.
The following articles, then, are the best guesses from our
sources and ourselves as to what benefits the industry might
see from information technology over the next 10 years.
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Artificial intelligence will vastly expand
clinicians’ insight in treating patients

Di
in

Artificial intelligence is an emerging

In th

technology area with perhaps the

incre

greatest potential to positively impact

tools

medicine in the next decade. According

mod

to one estimate, the AI in healthcare

W

market is expected to grow worldwide

value

with an estimated compound annual

looki

growth rate of more than 50 percent—

into m

reaching more than $127 billion by

unde

2028.

disea

The low-hanging fruit for the

envir

application of AI in medicine has so far

Sp

been in the areas of radiology and

remo

digital pathology. In fact, Robert

ing c

Wachter, MD, chair of the Department

senso

of Medicine at the University of

platf

California-San Francisco, predicts that

ed he

machine learning will displace much of

mana

the work of radiologists and patholo-

ment

gists.

W
head of its Health Technology Explora-

be integrating them into real life

of pa

increasingly integrated into routine

tion Center, contends that there is no

practice,” observes Wachter.

Robe

clinical practice, significantly impacting

way to accurately predict the trajectory

the delivery of healthcare, Wachter

of AI over the next 10 years. But, he

phenomenon of AI and explaining to

Unive

contends. He points out that AI

says within five years, “machine

clinicians the internal workings of

pred

algorithms and machine learning are

learning will be standard as augmenta-

algorithms and how they arrive at their

every

being developed today to help

tion for clinical decision making.” In

results, neither Halamka nor Wachter

supp

clinicians quickly sift through big data

addition, Halamka forecasts that

are concerned. “My experience is that

are b

to diagnose diseases early and

“images, structured data, and unstruc-

clinicians will trust the black box as

remo

determine the best treatment options

tured data will all be part of curated

long as the results are well validated,”

recor

for patients that will improve health

machine learning training sets.”

he explains.

Over the next 10 years, AI will be

When it comes to the “black box”

Depa

Jo

Nonetheless, Wachter is concerned

Israe

skilled AI workforce in medicine is a

about potentially damaging biases in

head

challenge that must be addressed if

the data on which AI and machine

ratio

machine learning, deep learning and

learning algorithms are trained. “Some

tient

imaging and diagnostics is expected to

natural language processing are to be

of the ethical and bias issues are real,”

digita

continue in the next decade, the

widely adopted. Clinicians need

he concludes. “It’s an analogue of the

care

application of AI in healthcare will also

training on how to integrate these tools

black box phenomenon, because if you

poss

extend to smart devices, virtual

into clinical workflows as well as

don’t understand what the algorithm is

“In

assistants and remote patient monitor-

understanding the technology and their

picking up on, there’s a risk that it may

apps

ing—among other technology areas.

ethical implications.

give a result that reflects a bias that

inclu

was in the data sample that it ana-

Hala

lyzed.” 

to id

outcomes. Making this computing

At the same time, the lack of a

process possible is the widespread
digitization of healthcare data.
While the growth trend in medical

John Halamka, MD, CIO of Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center and
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Digital health tools gain more traction
in expanding the footprint for treatment
In the coming decade, providers will
increasingly implement digital health
tools, enabling new methods and
modalities to improve healthcare.
With the industry moving to
value-based care, clinicians are
looking to integrate these technologies
into medical practices to better
understand and manage chronic
diseases outside of the clinical
environment.
Specifically, the implementation of
remote patient monitoring by leveraging connected and wearable devices,
sensors and trackers will be the
platforms that gather patient-generated health data to facilitate disease
management and patient engagement.
When it comes to the management
of patients with chronic diseases,
Robert Wachter, MD, chair of the

on these new data sources.”
Nonetheless, the challenge is that

collect, store and analyze the tsunami
of patient-generated data from digital

x”

Department of Medicine at the

clinical integration of these digital

health tools—and, then, how to make

to

University of California-San Francisco,

health tools is currently lacking and

it actionable.
“Ten years from now, that system

predicts that the “15-minute office visit

will be a complex healthcare data

their

every three months will be massively

management problem to tackle in the

better be built out or you’re going to

next decade.

have this massive conflict between

ter

supplanted by a model where patients

hat

are being monitored at home” through

s

remote monitoring that captures and

healthcare as we try to figure out how

and it going virtually nowhere,” adds

records physiological data.

to make sense of all the data sources

Wachter. “The question is where does

John Halamka, MD, CIO of Beth

and present it in a way that doesn’t

it go and how does it get integrated

ned

Israel Deaconess Medical Center and

create data overload” for clinicians,

into the data that’s in the electronic

in

head of its Health Technology Explo-

says Wachter. “It will become abso-

health record.”

ration Center, contends that pa-

lutely fundamental for any healthcare

ome

tient-generated data from these

system to try to figure out how to take

generation of apps and cloud services

eal,”

digital tools will help to personalize

that data and monitor it, manage it

will surround the EHR,” all to be

he

care in a way that was not previously

and intervene in ways that do not

integrated by HL7’s Fast Healthcare

you

possible.

depend on patients coming into the

Interoperability Resources (FHIR)

office.”

standard. “The EHR will be more of a

d,”

m is

“Internet of things data from mobile

“It’s an incredibly interesting time in

Cybersecurity, interoperability and

patients generating all of this data

However, Halamka believes a “new

back office transactional system with

may

apps and wearables will be routinely

at

included in the health record,”

privacy are among the challenges that

new add on apps and services

-

Halamka says. “Analytic tools will help

providers will face in the coming

significantly improving usability,”

odkin

to identify events and actions based

decade as they figure out how to

concludes Halamka. —Greg Slabodkin
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Imaging holds promise, but faces cost and
appropriateness questions

Da
he
pr

The promise of radiological imaging in
healthcare in the next decade won’t be

Both

curtailed by technological limitations—

prop

resolutions are increasing, and viewing

next

options will expand to include three-di-

As

mensional viewing, as well as augment-

ment

ed and virtual reality.

clinic

The restraints may come in the form

a rea

of increased oversight of the use of

A

imaging procedures, as well as the

inform

impact that the rising prevalence of

deca

value-based care contracts will have

matu

on imaging studies.

care

Annual spending on medical

(FHIR

imaging grew dramatically in the last

reach

decade—utilization of these exams in

wide

the U.S. was the second highest in the

expe

world in 2016, according to research

excha

published last year in the Journal of the

care

American Medical Association.

Ap
expected to lean more heavily on using

healthcare. In the past decade, these

vend

prodded to pay attention to the

technology and evidence-based

printing capabilities have advanced

embr

appropriateness of diagnostic studies.

medicine to ensure they do only the

rapidly, with substantial gains predicted

the R

A key initiative in this arena is Medi-

most appropriate studies.

for the next 10 years.

ming

In the next decade, clinicians will be

For example, two of the nation’s

intero

technology will seek to assist clinicians

largest radiological organizations will

front

with interpreting images and better

collaborate on an initiative to gather

it see

beginning Jan. 1, 2021, the Centers for

integrating studies from diverse

3D printing data at the point of care.

elect

Medicare and Medicaid Services will

modalities together and into electronic

The initiative is being coordinated by

shari

stop reimbursing radiologists and other

records systems.

the Radiological Society of North

of HL

America and American College of

deve

Radiology.

dard

care’s Appropriate Use Criteria
Program, which launches January 1.
With 2020 serving as a training year,

providers who perform imaging for

Meanwhile, healthcare information

Artificial intelligence already is

certain outpatient advanced diagnostic

proving helpful in various one-off

imaging claims if the ordering profes-

studies. However, more coordination is

sional did not consult a qualified

needed—while AI could transform

clinicians with the capability to

for sh

clinical decision support mechanism.

clinical imaging practice over the next

manufacture customized replacement

inform

decade, research is still in its early

parts that are specific to patients,

acco

transition to value-based care, provid-

stages, and knowledge gaps must be

aiding in fixing bones, joints and other

Natio

ers are expected to reduce the number

filled if AI is to reach its full potential in

body structures. And, research contin-

And,

of unnecessary imaging studies,

radiology, say researchers looking to

ues on using 3D printing methods to

seeks

according to experts such as Paul

develop a roadmap for AI use in

create viable organs and body parts

for d

Chang, MD, professor of radiology and

medical imaging.

that can be implanted surgically and

ONC

As healthcare systems gradually

vice chair of radiology informatics at
the University of Chicago. Providers are
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Medical imaging also is expected to
give a boost to the use of 3D printing in

3D printing is expected to provide

survive in the body.
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Data sharing across
healthcare will improve as
pressure to comply rises

Communication
and engagement
will get a boost

Both carrots and sticks should

incorporated into providers’

Patients and clinicians generally want more

propel interoperability over the

information systems, offers promise

communication and interaction, and

next 10 years.

that data exchange will be

technology is expected to help enable that.

As a result, significant improvements in the exchange of patients’

simplified in the next decade.
In addition, information system

Previous generations of physicians tended
to want to place limits on enabling direct

clinical information should become

vendors are facing increasing

communications with patients. But now,

a reality in the 2020s.

pressure from their customers to

familiarity with technology—and its potential

make sure information can be

to increase productivity and effectiveness—

information exchange in the new

easily exchanged between different

have increased provider willingness. And

decade. High among those are the

types of systems. And as consolida-

other factors are providing impetus as well.

maturation of HL7’s Fast Health-

tion occurs among records systems

care Interoperability Resources

vendors, there’s greater likelihood

for the new decade. A study in January 2018

(FHIR) standard, which in 2019

that information can be more

examined how patients and healthcare

reached the normative stage. The

easily exchanged by customers

providers communicating outside of the

widespread adoption of FHIR is

using one vendor’s technology.

office was changing. The study, led by Joy

For example, Epic Systems is

Lee of the Regenstrief Institute’s Center for

A variety of factors will improve

expected to facilitate information

The uptick in communications isn’t waiting

exchange throughout the health-

fostering a One Virtual System

Health Services Research, considered how

care universe.

Worldwide initiative for clinicians

patients and providers felt about email, cell

across all organizations using Epic

phone and text interactions.

App developers, health IT

Physicians, for instance, worried about

se

vendors and providers have widely

to exchange data and collaborate

d

embraced FHIR—which includes

more around it. All of Epic’s

patients missing urgent messages as well as

icted

the RESTful application program-

customers are connected through

not understanding the messages, and they

ming interface—to help solve the

Care Everywhere, and the Come

also worried about the amount of time spent

interoperability challenges con-

Together initiative aims higher, to

on communicating with patients and about

fronting the healthcare industry as

bring data together not only from

data security. Now, Lee’s focus is on pa-

er

it seeks to increase access to

Epic clients but also hospitals that

tient-clinician communications and interac-

re.

electronic health records and data

use rival vendors’ EHRs.

tions, and how that can improve care.

by

sharing, says Chuck Jaffe, MD, CEO

will

de

ent

Finally, there are the “sticks”

With IT tools enabling timely data

of HL7, which has coordinated

mentioned earlier—increasing

exchange, now is not the time to follow the

development of emerging stan-

government pressure on the

status quo but to focus on data exchange

dard.

industry to improve interoperability.

that spurs action and leads to patient care

The federal government is increas-

improvements, Lee contends. Visualization

for sharing electronic medical

ing pressure on providers and

tools and platforms let case managers

information reached critical mass,

vendors to use systems that don’t

analyze patient status to determine when

according to the Office of the

block the exchange of health

they need to act, and the tools also support
the streamlining of workflows.

Last year, the adoption of FHIR

her

National Coordinator for Health It.

information, and that regulatory

tin-

And, ONC has proposed a rule that

pressure will continue to increase

o

seeks to make FHIR a requirement

until the industry demonstrates

zations improving how patients access their

ts

for developers participating in the

that technology helps—and does

information, which will further support efforts

nd

ONC HIT Certification Program.

not impede—information ex-

to gain patient involvement, improve

change, many experts believe. .

communication and ensure patient satisfac-

azzoli

The programming ease of FHIR,
and the ease with which it can be



—Fred Bazzoli

The new decade will see provider organi-

tion with care.

—Joseph Goedert
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Insurers reinvent themselves to react to
the shift to value-based reimbursement

IT
fo
m

Healthcare payers will continue to see
their roles in the health ecosystem

Heal

change and shift in the new decade.

appr

That presages a whole different

start

range of information technology needs

alized

that are vastly different from the

indiv

systems they’ve used for years.

patie

Value-based care is the impetus for

inform

the change. Payers are feeling the

indiv

pressure to change their reimburse-

treat

ment criteria from paying providers for

W

the quantity of services they provide to

conte

instead measuring value as the basis

a dis

for payment.

alrea

Initiatives that are using value

Hala

incentives have gained traction and

Deac

shown results. For example, accountable care organizations participating in

head
In addition, large payers are

Motion, a national digital wellness

Explo

the Medicare Shared Savings Program

segueing from being claims intermedi-

program that provides eligible plan

have generated $1 billion in savings

aries to wanting to play a larger role in

participants to activity trackers.

since their inception—leading the way

improving patients’ health. As val-

in value-based care, according to a

ue-based care takes hold in the 2020s,

more responsibility for consumers’

the k

report from Innovaccer, a data

health insurers will need to implement

health, they see the importance of

helpi

activation platform company.

systems that interface with consumers

being able to assess and influence all

prom

and handle new types of data.

the forces that affect health—not just

co-a

the care they get when sickness occurs.

perso

Payers, which have concentrated on
building and maintaining systems to

For example, UnitedHealthcare says

“C

syno

Finally, as health insurers take on

medi

manage claims submissions and

it will increase its use of data from

Health plans are paying attention to

point

payments, now will need to implement

digital devices to help Medicare

many factors widely known as social

phar

IT systems that will support changes in

Advantage plan members manage

determinants of health—crucial keys

most

how they interface with consumers.

chronic conditions. The company plans

such as access to transportation and

Howe

to increase its footprint in providing

food, isolation and loneliness, lack of

the m

more responsibility for their healthcare

personalized, holistic support through

family or caregiver support.

“biom

bills and expect on-demand services

its Navigate4Me program. It’s part of

from mobile devices, providers and

the insurer’s effort to build a more

has started an initiative intended to

inclu

payers need to up their game. Consum-

effective care management program.

gather and enable the sharing of

used

For example, as consumers take on

er experience with healthcare organi-

Further, the company has started a

America’s Health Insurance Plans

approaches that address these social

micro

Ge

zations will extend to how they pay for

program that uses the Apple Watch to

barriers to health and long term

for th

services and the ease with which they

meet daily activity goals intended to

well-being. The program, called Project

with

handle growing financial responsibili-

improve members’ health status.

Link, “aims to make these efforts

disea

ties with healthcare organizations,

UnitedHealthcare says members who

scalable, sustainable and measureable,

to ta

according to a survey released by

meet daily walking goals can obtain

with the hope to diminish long-term

InstaMed, a company that facilitates

the Apple Watch. The device will be

costs,” said Matt Eyles, president and

have

medical billing and payments.

integrated into UnitedHealthcare

CEO of AHIP. 

cine—
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IT has its work cut out
for it as care becomes
more personal

Patient demand
for virtual care is
expected to soar

Healthcare’s one-size-fits-all

data science to prevent early-onset

In the 2020s, healthcare organizations will be

approach to treating patients will

cancer, cardiovascular events and

looking to increasingly keep tabs on patients,

start to be replaced with a person-

other diseases. Geisinger’s MyCode

whether they are inpatients or recuperating

alized approach that focuses on

Community Health Initiative has

in their homes. Many of the demarcations of

individuals, giving clinicians and

enabled patients to detect cancer

care will continue to blur in the next decade,

patients access to the kinds of

earlier than they might otherwise

as providers are increasingly at risk for

information needed to create

and to identify heart disease before

treating patients—and making sure they are

individually-tailored programs to

any clinical symptoms are present.

not unnecessarily readmitted.

treat a variety of diseases.

In addition, medical research is

In fact, when it comes to virtual care, Paul

poised to potentially yield break-

Testa, MD, chief medical information officer

contend that precision medicine is

throughs next decade in personal-

at NYU Langone Health in New York, doesn’t

a distant future, the technology is

ized medicine. Robert Wachter, MD,

distinguish among different approaches to

already here, according to John

chair of the Department of

care, such as distant care or patient monitor-

Halamka, MD, CIO of Beth Israel

Medicine at the University of

ing. Patient monitoring, he believes, falls

Deaconess Medical Center and

California-San Francisco, is

under virtual health, the ability to provide

head of its Health Technology

encouraged by the National

tethered care at a distance by the sharing of

Exploration Center.

Institutes of Health’s efforts to

other connected devices and computers.

While some pundits might

recruit a million volunteers as part

For years, patient monitoring has been

synonymous with precision

of its Precision Medicine Initiative’s

hampered by state laws that made it difficult

medicine, but it is certainly one of

All of Us research program.

for providers in different states to collabo-

“Clinical genomics may not be

the key components that are

Participants in the All of Us

rate. But with patient engagement rising and

helping practitioners realize its

research program will contribute

everyone having a smartphone the barriers

all

promise,” notes Halamka, who

their physical, genomic and EHR

are coming down.

ust

co-authored a 2018 book on the

data to help researchers make

curs.

personalization of medical care. He

medical breakthroughs by measur-

established relationship with a patient that

The idea is that if a physician has an

o

points out that oncology and

ing risk for a range of diseases

relationship should be permitted to continue

al

pharmacology are the specialties

based on environmental exposures,

even absent a license. “Technology has not

ys

most impacted by genomics.

genetic factors and interactions

been the limiter, it’s been how we support

nd

However, Halamka predicts that by

between the two.

proper payment and states’ regulations.”

of

the middle of the next decade,

s

o

ial

oject

able,

At the same time, Wachter

The industry now is beyond the days of

“biomarkers, genomes and

warns that in everyday clinical

beta-testing telehealth and other virtual

microbiomes will routinely be

practice the challenge is to

tools, Testa contends. “Providers are showing

included in patient records and

“integrate all of this precision

that they want in, and as regulations fall

used as part of care planning.”

information.” He points out that

there will be a substantial change in the way

EHR systems are currently “fairly

we delivery care in this country.”

Genetic testing is opening doors
for the identification of patients

clunky” in the way that they handle

with increased risk of certain

genetic information. “We have to

knows there are roadblocks ahead. “I fear the

diseases as well as their response

embed that in the electronic health

fear of change and am concerned of

to targeted therapies.

record and provide really useful,

patients sharing data with care teams and

While Testa is high on virtual care he also

seamless clinical decision support

not having to take the subway to get to the

nd

have embraced precision medi-

to deliver individualized medical

doctor. That could affect every doctors’

azzoli

cine—integrating genomics and

care,” he adds.

practice.” 		

m

Health systems like Geisinger

—Greg Slabodkin

—Joseph Goedert
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Cloud-based EHRs
gain increased visibility
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Shar
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As approaches shift, providers and vendors see the importance
of ensuring information security, disaster recovery and uptime.

that

respo

uptim

provi

By Linda Wilson

any H

any s
turn,
As health systems evaluate replacing

caution that it’s important to plan

security products, and IDC found that

layer

their electronic health records, they are

carefully for how the health system and

many healthcare organizations are not

priva

considering cloud-based options.

cloud-based EHR vendor divvy up

prioritizing security when moving data

responsibility for security and privacy

to the cloud. Some 80 percent of 100

EHR

and acceptance of cloud-based EHRs,”

and disaster recovery and uptime. Tight

healthcare organizations in the 2019

insist

says Nate McCarthy, associate

partnerships, ample communication

Data Threat Report said they have

relati

principal at ECG Management Consul-

and well-oiled change-management

placed sensitive data in the cloud, but

vend

tants. “If their infrastructure is coming

processes are vital, experts say.

only 38 percent of them are encrypting

vend

“I am seeing a lot more adoption

W

And while leading systems are

that data, and 25 percent failed

appr

to invest another $50 million to refresh

taking steps to address those issues

data-security compliance audits.

bilitie

my infrastructure. I would rather pivot

before opting for a cloud-based EHR

However, more than two-thirds of

He’s

and spend a few million dollars in

solution, others are not, particularly in

respondents said they plan to adopt

capital and pay a higher operating cost

dealing with security.

encryption and tokenization in the

to have this be hosted in the cloud.’”
However, experts, such as McCarthy,
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For example, a recent analysis from
Thales, which sells digital identity and

future.
Another survey from Netwrix, a

ART FROM ADOBESTOCK

to end of life, they are saying, ‘I’ve got
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vend

audit

capa

Sh

vendor of information security and

approach executives at UC San Diego

the servers and physically secure the

governance products, found that

Health and UCI Health have taken in

environment,” Greene says. However,

inadequate resources played a role in

their relationship with Epic.

the health system is responsible for

the lack of security measures. Some 85

The two University of California
health systems share an instance of

not have an increase in their cloud

their EHR, which Epic hosts at its data

security budgets in 2019, and 30

center, with about 6,000 concurrent

providers will offer features such as

percent said they do not have financial

connections on weekdays. Epic also

encryption and audit logs, “but it falls

support from management to address

hosts the health systems’ backup

on the provider to understand the

security adequately.

capabilities at Epic’s disaster recovery

technical safeguards and appropriately

operation. UC Riverside Health, which

configure them,” Greene says. “For

at least one security incident in the

operates outpatient medical and

example, I have seen numerous

cloud during the last year, the survey

behavioral health services, also uses

phishing attacks where email servers

found.

the larger system’s cloud-hosted EHR

with protected health information are

through Epic’s community connect

compromised. It is only after the attack

model.

that people realize they didn’t have the

Nonetheless, 26 percent of them had

“Security as it is no longer an
option,” says James Valdez, director of
private cloud services at Sungard

“It really needs to be a tight partner-

00

9

most robust auditing turned on, and as

ship because even though the vendor is

result, can’t tell which emails were

managing the systems and doing a lot

compromised.”

security requirements, and I think that

of the back-end work, there is still a lot

appreciation of those services is rapidly

of interaction with our teams,” says

safeguards, such as risk analysis and

rising. It hasn’t gotten the appreciation

John Torello, chief technology officer at

password management policies,

it should have for years.”

UC San Diego Health.

providers need to include the cloud

For their role in administrative

resources in addition to their internal

Shared Responsibility

Epic’s hosting team once a month to

Valdez and other experts recommend

review system performance, cybersecu-

that health systems have a shared

rity and other issues. He also connects

make sure that they don’t treat the

responsibility model for security and

with the Epic team, as necessary, when

cloud as a plug-and-play solution.”

uptime. For example, Valdez says, “We

specific problems with the EHR come

provide a platform and does not break

up, such as users getting error messages

bility for security seriously. The health

any HIPAA rules and does not provide

when they login or their session freezing.

system is adopting HITRUST standards

Before moving to a hosted EHR

resources, Greene recommends.
Overall, Greene says, “They need to

AdventHealth takes shared responsi-

for sensitive health information

turn, makes sure that the application

solution, the California health systems

developed by the HITRUST Alliance,

layer and data conform to security and

spent time on due diligence, making

Frisco, Texas.

privacy standards, he says.

sure they understood both the process-

AdventHealth plans to achieve

es and technology Epic uses to secure

HITRUST certification for its corporate

EHR vendors with cloud offerings often

its environment, and ensure perfor-

campus and data center by the end of

insist on a shared approach. In newer

mance and uptime, Torello says.

2020 and the physician’s practices and

When working with health systems,

ata

With technical safeguards, cloud

can be tailored to meet very stringent

any security gaps.” The EHR vendor, in

not

tions, he adds.

Availability Services. “There is a lot that

For example, Torello has a call with

hat

physical security around the worksta-

percent of healthcare respondents did

hospitals in 2021, according to Russ

relationships between EHR cloud
vendors and health systems, “the

Layers of Security

Walker, chief information security

ting

vendors are pushing back, I think

When it comes to a shared-responsibil-

officer at AdventHealth, based in

appropriately, on the security responsi-

ity model for security, Adam Greene,

Altamonte Springs, Fla., with 48

bilities of the clients,” McCarthy says.

partner at law firm Davis Wright

hospitals and hundreds of outpatient

He’s seen recent contracts in which the

Tremaine suggests thinking about it in

facilities in nine states.

vendor wants the right to conduct “spot

terms of administrative, technical and

audits” of a provider’s security

physical safeguards. “A lot of the

pursuing HITRUST certification is so

capabilities.

physical safeguards get taken care of

that it will be using the same standards

by the cloud provider. They maintain

as its EHR vendors. For example, its

pt

ART FROM ADOBESTOCK

but

Shared responsibility certainly is the

One reason AdventHealth is
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EHRs
outpatient cloud-based EHR vendor,

if a health system has both production

Epic is at the table alongside of us,”

athenahealth, is already HITRUST

and backup infrastructures off premise,

Kluttz says. “From Day 1, Epic was at the

certified. Once AdventHealth is

such as at Epic’s two data centers, it’s

table when we architected the Virtus-

HITRUST certified, the two organiza-

important to have a local copy of the

tream architecture.”

tions will “have complete alignment” on

EHR as well. He recommends a

the cybersecurity controls they are

minimum of one designated business

February, all three partners have been

using, Walker explains.

continuity machine within in each

involved in weekly performance-im-

hospital department or ambulatory

provement meetings in which they work

levels of controls on top of current

clinic, with standard security protocols,

on optimizing electronic workflows.

HITRUST standards, Walker says. For

including restricted access.

AdventHealth also is layering extra

Since the system went live in

But looking back on developing the
relationships, Kluttz says he probably

example, the health system is implementing a privileged account manage-

Communicating Change

underestimated the importance of

ment system from BeyondTrust. Using

Whether addressing security and

thinking through how changes that one

automated password and session

privacy or uptime and disaster recov-

partner makes would be communicat-

management, the privileged account

ery, developing tight partnerships with

ed to the other partner now sharing

management system requires system

ample communication is vitally

responsibility for the performance of

and database administrators to log in

important. That’s been a key lesson

the EHR system.

via a separate secure server, or jump

learned for Novant Health, which opted

box, using two-factor authentication.

to host its Epic EHR, including both

smallest of changes needs to be

By December, access to the underlying

production and disaster recovery

communicated clearly and distinctly

infrastructure, such as firewall services

infrastructures, on Virtustream’s

across all parties,” he says. If communi-

and intrusion detection systems, will be

xStreamCare, using an infrastruc-

cation is done well, everyone under-

managed with privileged account

ture-as-a-service model.

stands “what all of the moving parts

management. For phase two, Advent-

It’s a large cloud-based EHR. At

“Nothing can be assumed. The

are,” making it easier for the partners

Health will require system and data

peak times, there are 16,500 concurrent

to figure out what the cause of a

administrators to go through the same

users logged in to the system at Novant

performance issue might be. Early in

process to access applications, such as

Health’s 15 hospitals and 634 outpa-

the partnership, Kluttz explains, there

the EHR from athenahealth.

tient locations in North Carolina, South

were a few instances where his staff

Carolina, Georgia and Virginia.

had to backtrack to figure out “Did

Uptime

Novant Health kept Clarity and

something change here, or did some-

Another area of partnership between

Caboodle, Epic’s data warehouses, on

thing change there? Why is this

health systems and cloud-based EHR

premise. “The reason we have done

reacting this way?”

vendors is ensuring uptime.

that is we had just made a very

In addition to clear communication

extensive investment in the hardware

channels, Kluttz says that another

and UCI Health, there are multiple

stack underneath Clarity and Caboo-

aspect of change management is

network paths into both the production

dle, and we really wanted it to run its

equally important: Preparing the

and backup environments. “We have, in

cycle before we did anything different

internal engineers for the move to the

fact, failed over for short periods of

with that,” explains James Kluttz, vice

cloud. “You bring them to the table and

time—usually for things like network

president and chief technology officer

help them understand that you are not

carrier type issues, causing perfor-

at Novant Health.

working them out of a job,” he says.

In the case of UC San Diego Health

mance type issues,” Torello says.

In preparing to roll out the cloud-

For example, Novant Health began

based infrastructure earlier this year,

redesigning engineering roles three

disaster or cybersecurity incident

Novant Health’s executives were careful

years before the move to the cloud. The

involving the hosted EHR, but they

to include Novant, Epic and Virtustream,

revised roles now focus less on hardware

prepare regularly for such events with

a business unit of Dell Technologies, in

and more on automation and orchestra-

testing, employee training and other

all aspects of planning and operations.

tion. “We did a good job of that. There

forms of preparation.

“It is absolutely a partnership between

wasn’t a panic. They saw it coming. They

Novant Health and Virtustream, but

embraced it,” Kluttz says. ☐

He said they have not had a natural

McCarthy, the consultant, says even
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Gearing up for Medicare’s
decision support rules
Radiology clinics and departments are stepping up to help ordering
providers comply with upcoming Medicare imaging regulations.
By Maggie Van Dyke

Buried in the federal regulations

Medicare and Medicaid Services will

outcomes, exposing patients to

describing Medicare’s Appropriate Use

stop reimbursing radiologists and other

unnecessary radiation and contributing

Criteria Program, which launches

providers who perform imaging for

to high costs. CMS is betting that

January 1, is a pertinent detail: The

certain outpatient advanced diagnostic

program will lessen the need for

immediate financial burden of non-

imaging claims if the ordering profes-

Medicare to begin requiring prior

compliance with Medicare’s diagnostic

sional did not consult a qualified

authorizations on advanced imaging

imaging requirements will fall squarely

clinical decision support (CDS) mecha-

tests, which is the approach that

on providers that furnish these tests.

nism, incorporating evidence-based

commercial payers use.

Yes, that means radiology practices
and hospital radiology departments,
and not ordering providers.

appropriateness criteria.
The goal is to help ensure more

For now, CDS requirements apply to
advanced diagnostic imaging tests

appropriate imaging. Research

(such as CT scans, MRIs and PET scans).

suggests that 20 percent to 50 percent

Appropriateness criteria need to be

and testing year for the program. Then,

of imaging does not provide useful

consulted for eight priority conditions,

beginning Jan. 1, 2021, the Centers for

information that could change health

including low back pain and headaches,

For now, 2020 will be an educational
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Decision support
ordered in Medicare Part B outpatient

on our ordering providers,” says

settings, which includes emergency

Christopher Gaskin, MD, vice chair of

departments as well as physician offices
and hospital outpatient departments.
Given the potential revenue losses,

qualified CDS mechanism used

patie

· An HCPCS Level II modifier, which

myelo

informatics. “Now that the hard

indicates whether the ordering profes-

appro

requirements from CMS are upon us,

sional consulted appropriate use criteria,

the re

we have to make CDS mandatory.”

whether the order was deemed appro-

multi

priate by the qualified CDS mechanism,

passe

need to help ordering providers adopt

a relatively simple technical tweak,

or whether the professional met one of

prom

and adapt to using CDS for imaging

Gaskin says. Physicians won’t be able

the Medicare exemptions for the

orders. “A couple of years ago, we

to order advanced diagnostic imaging

requirement (e.g., the patient was

requi

realized that we needed to be on top of

in the EHR unless they select a struc-

experiencing a medical emergency).

it can

this mandate because we could risk

tured entry. Free text entries will no

losing referrers if we’re not providing

longer be enough.

radiologists are recognizing that they

them an opportunity to use a CDS,”

Requiring the use of CDS will involve

UVA will also give external referring

Th

Hackensack Radiology Group is
anticipating that some referring

quick

supp

physicians will purchase their own qual-

Ha

says Greg Nicola, MD, executive

providers, who typically fax orders, two

ified CDS mechanism. For those that

17-ho

leadership of the Hackensack Radiolo-

options for accessing a qualified CDS

don’t, the New Jersey imaging center

plina

gy Group, a standalone imaging center

mechanism. Ideally, these providers will

plans to provide a CDS mechanism via

CDS.

serving Northern New Jersey.

switch to electronic orders by connect-

its physical referral portal. Currently,

clinic

ing to a web version of the health

the radiology group is leaning toward a

make

imaging CDS, radiology providers are

system’s EHR. Through this option, they

standalone qualified CDS solution

relev

revamping relevant processes and

will be able to access the CareSelect

offered by a radiology benefit manage-

says

workflows, engaging ordering physicians

Imaging solution and select a struc-

ment (RBM) company.

medi

and ensuring CDS solutions do not add

tured entry for their order.

In addition to providing access to

to physician burnout issues. “If you see

“We are looking to convert them

“For our imaging center, those RBM
clinical support mechanisms may make

regio

Th

this solely as an IT implementation, it’s

from faxing orders to using an electron-

the most sense because our referring

charg

going to fail,” says Keith Hentel, MD,

ic portal to enter their orders, where

clinicians are already using the same

medi

executive vice chair of the department

they can access to the same decision

RBM portal to submit precertifications

These

of radiology, Weill Cornell Medicine.

support mechanism we’ve built for our

to commercial payers for imaging

first o

“This is really a quality improvement

UVA providers,” Gaskin says.

orders,” Nicola says.

CDS

project with a large IT component.”

Alternatively, external providers who

overw

prefer faxing their orders can use a free

Aiding Clinical Workflow

Konia

The Technical Pieces

online tool offered by UVA’s CDS

Weill Cornell Medicine has focused on

lined

The University of Virginia (UVA) Health

vendor, National Decision Support

integrating its CDS solution with the

System has had imaging CDS in place

Company, a Change Healthcare

organization’s EHR to avoid adding to

an ar

for several years. The Charlottes-

company. The standalone solution,

the physician burnout problem.

by its

ville-based organization uses a

CareSelect Imaging-Open Access, is a

CMS-qualified CDS system, CareSelect

qualified CDS mechanism. After the

them and are spending incredible

able

Imaging, which incorporates appropri-

provider enters the name of an imaging

amounts of time within the electronic

sente

ate use criteria from the American

test and selects a medical indication

health record already,” Hentel says. “It’s

in lie

College of Radiology and other

for that test, the tool will give the

our job to make the system as smooth

clinic

medical societies. The CDS system is

provider information to submit with the

as possible to mitigate burnout. The

scree

integrated with the organization’s Epic

faxed order.

better integration you have, the better

text e

chance you have of making decision

tured

support interactions shorter.”

notes

electronic health record.
However, many physicians at UVA

With either approach, UVA will be
able to document that the ordering

“Physicians have major demands on

La

order

still prefer to type a note justifying the

provider met Medicare imaging

need for imaging instead of selecting

requirements when seeking reimburse-

happens when a physician orders a

one of structured reasons provided on

ment from CMS. This documentation

whole-body PET exam. The organiza-

phys

a pop-up screen. “We’ve kept CDS

includes:

tion’s CDS solution scans the patient’s

exam

record for information that indicates the

comp

optional to be sensitive to the demands
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to co

“T

patient has or may have multiple

same time, the system can propose

that anybody’s going to convince me

ch

myeloma or other diseases that can be

structured entries that will be compati-

that a computerized decision support

es-

appropriately diagnosed with this test. If

ble with offering decision support.”

system knows overall how to take care

teria,

the record shows the patient has

ro-

multiple myeloma, the imaging order

Appropriateness Data

ism,

passes through, and the doctor is not

At a yet-to-be-determined date in the

Medicine forms multidisciplinary teams

prompted to answer any other questions.

future, CMS plans to call out ordering

of clinicians to review and develop the

This type of CDS-EHR integration

professionals who frequently do not

evidence-based appropriate criteria

requires a lot of work, Hentel says. “But

comply with imaging CDS require-

used in its imaging CDS. The teams

it can pay dividends in terms of how

ments. As a penalty, these professionals

begin by reviewing appropriateness

quickly people get through the decision

will need to seek prior authorizations

criteria developed by other qualified

support interaction.”

for advanced diagnostic imaging

provider-led entities. If the team

orders.

believes the criteria can be improved

e of

.

qual-

Hackensack (N.J) Meridian Health, a

of a patient better than a physician.”
To address this issue, Weill Cornell

on, they develop new criteria. The

at

17-hospital system, uses a multidisci-

er

plinary approach to customize imaging

you on each individual order,” Hentel

medical center’s physicians organiza-

m via

CDS. “The radiologists and the ordering

says. “They just want to make sure

tion is recognized as a qualified

y,

clinicians are part of the IT build to

there’s not a pattern [of noncompli-

provider-led entity by CMS.

ard a

make sure that the screens are as

ance].”

BM

make

“We wanted to ensure that the

Following a quality improvement

advice that we’re giving physicians is

says Lauren Koniaris, MD, regional chief

approach, healthcare organizations are

consistent with what we believe to be

medical informatics officer, northern

looking at how to provide relevant

best practice,” Hentel says.

region.

feedback on the appropriateness of

relevant and streamlined as possible,”

age-

“I don’t think CMS is going to judge

These small groups of clinicians are

An honest dialogue about the

imaging orders. “We want to be able to

effectiveness of CDS in improving

ng

charged with identifying the top

assess our compliance level as a health

patient care and lowering costs may

me

medical indications for an imaging test.

system and give feedback to providers

also help engage ordering physicians.

These common indicators are then listed

and their clinical leaders about their

Research suggests that the appropri-

first on the screen that pops up in the

performance,” Gaskin says.

ateness of imaging studies tends to

ons

CDS mechanism. “You don’t want this

on

UVH uses two data analytics

increase with the use of CDS, meaning

overwhelmingly huge cluttered list,”

solutions, one of which is home grown,

patients are more likely to get the right

Koniaris says. “You want a nice stream-

to track how often imaging orders are

test at the right time. But it is unclear if

lined list and an option to dig deeper.”

compliant with appropriateness criteria

total volumes of imaging tests will
decline.

e

Later this year, UVA will be piloting

and how likely each individual provid-

g to

an artificial intelligence solution offered

er’s orders are to be appropriate given

by its CDS vendor to simplify the

the patient’s medical condition. Gaskin

the Medicare imaging requirements,

ordering process. Physicians will be

and his team are currently holding

Nicola stresses that CDS is just one tool

able to type free-text phrases or

conversations with clinical teams to

in the performance improvement

nic

sentences about the patient’s condition

determine how often and how best to

toolbox. “There’s no magic bullet for

. “It’s

in lieu of having to select a precise

share reports on provider compliance.

increasing value in patient care,” he

oth

clinical indication from a pop-up

e

screen. The AI solution will read the free

Educating Physicians

ty, it would be naïve to think that any

tter

text entry, propose a few possible struc-

One of the biggest challenges to

one electronic tool in isolation could

tured clinical indications based on the

complying with the Medicare imaging

improve value. However, the CDS tool,

notes, and the physician will be asked

requirements is getting autonomous

mixed with an engaged team of

to confirm the correct indication.

physicians to embrace CDS, says

ordering and furnishing providers who

Hentel. “Physicians don’t like being told

want to use it in an active fashion and

s on

on

what

“This way the radiologist gets the

When talking with clinicians about

says. “I think, as a physician communi-

a-

physician’s free text reason for the

what to do, and we certainly don’t like

learn from it, could be very valuable.

t’s

exam, which gives them a more

being told what to do by boxes sitting

But you need to have that [quality

s the

complete story,” Gaskin says. “At the

on desks,” he explains. “There’s no way

improvement] mindset.” ☐
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Precision medicine
initiative goes global
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An international effort highlights the potential for changing how care
is delivered—and underscores some of the profound challenges.

have

Innov

Israe

Gan—

tain H

By Gienna Shaw

Heal

Hosp

AR
Spurred on by value-based care

and drugs holds great promise for

that arises from all this data [and]

redes

payment models and the need to

improving population health.

getting the data in the right place at

both

the right time will be a challenge.”

focus

manage populations of patients,

But precision medicine is a da-

payers and providers have become

ta-hungry discipline. And managing all

more adept at sharing data within their

that data—getting accurate and

Creating a Data Fabric

initia

own systems and with other organiza-

actionable information to the right

Researchers need as much standard-

healt

tions in their region.

place at the right time and using it in

ized data and as many sample data

says

chief

geno

an appropriate way—is a heavy lift.

sets as possible to discover what’s

improve interoperability and allow for

“That’s where the bulk of the effort is

possible, he adds. “What kind of

wider dissemination of genomic and

going to be on the clinical side,” says

insights can they drive? What sets of

realiz

other data through programs such as

Brad Ptasienski, a director in consulting

variables seem to correlate? They’re

medi

the Precision Medicine Initiative and

firm West Monroe Partners’ technology

going to be the ones that are trying to

much

Sync for Science for good reason:

practice. “There’s going to be big data

figure out just how valuable this

conte

Developing optimal medical treatments

management and master data issue

information is.” And on the clinical side,

layer

The U.S. government has pushed to
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e

at

applying data-driven “eureka moments”

spectrum of data that includes

population of patients we look after,”

from the research side and applying it

proteomic, metabolomic and microbio-

says Alan J. Forster, MD, its vice

in clinical medicine “is going to be the

mic data, patient-generated data from

president of innovation and quality

crux of the work effort.”

wearables and sensors—even Internet

“People talk about big data, but we’re

browsing history, which can be a

not really a big data shop right now

predictor of depression.

because we don’t have all of the

And data privacy, of course, cuts
across everything. Genomic data is “the
ultimate PHI … it’s everything about
you,” Ptasienski says.
“There’s a data fabric that has to get

“Accessing all of these elements

possible data that you could have of

together will get us to where we want

people that could tell you a story about

to be,” he says. “And this is the main

their health.”

created in the ecosystem,” says

aim of precision medicine: being able

Munzoor Shaikh, a director in the

to predict, being able to prevent, being

“around the world who are trying to

healthcare and life sciences practice at

able to treat precisely [as opposed to]

accomplish similar goals in a different

West Monroe. “So imagine all these

the trial and error that we do today.”

way does help accelerate your under-

disparate EMRs and systems and labs:

Gathering data is one thing—shar-

Collaborating with organizations

standing as to what works and what

That’s what exists today. There’s no

ing it in an accurate, secure and

doesn’t work,” Forster says. “And so I

common place for them to talk.”

meaningful way is another. “There

think that’s a pretty important part of

needs to be a common platform,”

this. As an industry, we tend to think

the solution, he says, especially as

Zimlichman says. “Data from different

within our borders … Solutions may

data-sharing spreads across the globe.

sources is like different languages. And

come faster if we look across borders.

Rather, he envisions domain-specific

even if you do get into one location,

Different health systems’ views can help

data hubs, including one focused on

whether it’s a cloud or whether it’s an

us reconcile what’s working and

precision medicine.

onsite server … you cannot just start

not working.”

A national database might not be

working on them together.”

Building an ARC

ARC uses a cloud platform called

Bigger data sample sizes helps, too,
in a district that includes just about 1.3

A network of academic medical centers

MDClone, which creates “synthetic

million people. “If you’re trying to

in Israel, the US, Canada and Europe

data” from original data sets. The result

predict things and you don’t have a

have created just such a hub. The ARC

is data that’s statistically equivalent to

huge sample size, you can have quite

Innovation Center was founded at

the original but contains no individual’s

imprecise estimates of what you’re

Israel’s Sheba Medical Center in Ramat

personal health data.

trying to predict,” Forster says. “And

Gan—participants include Intermoun-

“We are able to take all of our malig-

then you don’t have a real ability to

tain Healthcare in Utah, Stanford

nant melanoma patients from Sheba,

validate. So that becomes a problem if

Healthcare in California and Ottawa

all of the patients from Intermountain

you’re trying to develop solutions.”

Hospital in Canada.

and all of the patients from Ottawa

The cloud platform makes it easy for

and join them together into one source

researchers to ask clinical questions

redesign and collaborate and includes

of data,” Zimlichman says. “And our

without the aid of a data scientist to

both a virtual and physical workspace,

abilities to do the calculations on the

develop queries or understand the

focuses on using AI, big data and

big data are obviously much improved.”

data, he adds. “The opportunity for

ARC, which stands for accelerate,

information to be stored in the cloud

genomics to drive precision medicine
initiatives. The goal is to “change

Going Beyond Borders

where people can connect to it

d-

healthcare completely within 10 years,”

Canada’s Ottawa Hospital, a 1,200-bed

virtually, with almost no risk from a

a

says Eyal Zimlichman, MD, Sheba’s

academic health science center,

privacy perspective … unlocks our

chief innovation officer.

participates in the ARC initiative aiming

ability to understand the impact

to provide high-quality care to its

of our drugs, it helps us understand the

One of the reasons healthcare hasn’t

of

realized the full potential of precision

patients and better understanding the

value created from some of our

e

medicine is that it has focused too

population it serves.

procedures. It helps us understand the

g to

much on genomics, Zimlichman

side,

“Even though we have a lot of data

value created by healthcare. To me,

contends. While genomic data is one

and we’ve helped make it accessible,

that is where innovation will start to

layer, ARC also collects a broad

we don’t even have all the data for the

really accelerate.” ☐
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Work continues on
standards for radiology
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FHIR
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Efforts to harmonize the ways in which imaging and data are stored
are expected to pay big dividends for providers.

time

By Fred Bazzoli

or pa

PACS

FHIR

three

In

prise

enab
Current work on standards aims to

predominant standard for bringing

Imaging Informatics in Medicine

withi

facilitate the exchange of images, or

together images, a growing number of

highlighted progress being made in

a me

better integrate diagnostic patient

tests are recorded in different image

imaging exchange this year through

plann

views with other clinical systems.

formats, on many devices, and

several organizations promoting

solut

throughout healthcare organizations.

relevant standards.

care.

While much progress has been

pullin

There’s increasing interest in improving

exchange standards and image

standardization among images, and

Making progress

getti

standards, more attention is turning to

use cases are emerging that show the

For example, work is continuing to use

clinic

enabling the integration of images into

value to both providers and patients—

the Fast Healthcare Interoperability

looki

electronic medical records, as well as

standardization aids in clinical decision

Resources (FHIR) standard and various

“impo

their increased accessibility from other

making and in the portability of the

DICOM protocols to bring both

clinical systems.

images themselves.

radiology data and images into

There’s wide diversity in imaging
modalities, and while DICOM is the
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Several presenters at this summer’s
annual conference of the Society for

patients’ electronic health records, said
Brad Genereaux, medical imaging
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made on the separate fields of data
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ing te

Fo

of its

supp

alliance manager for NVIDIA, who is

standard for image exchange, said

screenings haven’t reduced breast

active in both HL7 and DICOM.

Kevin O’Donnell, a member of DICOM

cancer mortality, while there’s a

Standards Committee.

significant likelihood of overdiagnosis,

Genereaux said both FHIR and

or a false positive result from standard

DICOMweb enable use of the Internet
to exchange clinical information and

Benefits of Standards

function as complementary services.

A research initiative that is heavily

Both will increasingly be used together

dependent on standards for gathering

Using the Cloud

in imaging workflows, facilitating

and storing images is using a cloud-

To support the study, Athena is using

patient encounters.

based approach in an effort to improve

Mammosphere, running it on the

breast cancer care, aiming to develop

Google Cloud Platform, as a patient

personalized screening approaches.

engagement platform that stores

The result of the use of both sets of
standards will enable clinicians to see
thumbnail images, or have access to

a breast health collaborative, is

mograms in a secure environment.

reports included in patients’ records.

conducting the initiative, aiming to use

Mammosphere is powered by Life

Genereaux also said efforts are

a digital engagement platform that

Image, a company that offers technol-

underway through JSON data ex-

seeks to achieve a couple aims—to

ogy services that enables storage and

change formats to enable the commu-

provide a more secure and efficient

exchange of clinical and imaging data.

nication of artificial intelligence

way to store and share mammogram

findings within clinicians’ workflows. He

images, as well as better engage

are not required to use Mammosphere,

also highlighted work being done on

patients in their care by giving them

which enables women to request which

FHIRcast, which is intended to synchro-

access to their own images and data.

of their records they want and where

The WISDOM Study—Women

Participants in the WISDOM study

they want them to be sent. The

time to show the same clinical content

Informed to Screen Depending On

WISDOM study is one of the recipients

to a common user. For example, a

Measures of risk—is a five-year clinical

they can choose.

radiologist often works in three

trial comparing a comprehensive

disparate applications at the same

risk-based, personalized approach with

Mammosphere makes it easier for

time (a radiology information system, a

traditional breast cancer screening. It’s

patients to acquire their images and

PACS and a dictation system), and

enrolling 100,000 women to determine

direct them to whom they want, says

FHIRcast would help by having the

whether screening based on personal-

Cristin Gardner, director of consumer

three systems display the same study

ized risk can deliver multiple benefits—

markets and products for Life Image.

or patient at the same time.

in particular, if it’s safe, preferred by

For the Athena and Mammosphere

women, facilitates prevention and

approach to work Life Image depends

prise (IHE) also is ramping up efforts to

whether it’s adaptable in finding out

heavily on a standards-based ap-

enable image and data exchange

who is at risk for what kind of cancer.

proach to take in images from a variety

Integrating the Healthcare Enter-

within records systems, said Kinson Ho,

h

breast health information and mam-

imaging studies, in the bodies of

nize healthcare applications in real

n

The Athena Breast Health Network,

mammography screening.

The Athena Breast Health Network

Operating under Life Image,

of vendors’ systems.

a member of the radiology domain and

is a collaboration between breast

planning committee for IHE and

cancer experts, providers, researchers

challenge of the WISDOM Study is to

solution architect for Change Health-

and patient advocates at five Universi-

be standards-based and neutral

care. IHE is addressing the challenge of

ty of California medical centers and

enough, not tied to any one proprietary

pulling images from the cloud and

the Sanford Health System.

system—we have to be compatible

getting them “the last mile,” to the

The overarching goal of the Athena

“For our purposes, the unique

with every proprietary system out

clinician who’s requested them. It’s

study is to bring better evidence to

there,” Gardner says. “Mammosphere is

looking to develop a standardized

breast cancer screening. Various groups

built on that—it acquires data, and

ous

“importer” that serves as the interven-

set different screening recommenda-

once patients indicate they want to

ing technology to achieve this.

tions for the age when women should

share it, we have put forth a lot of

start receiving mammograms and how

effort to make sure we are standards

frequently they should get them.

based and interoperable and can fit

said

ART FROM GETTYIMAGES

use

y

For its part, DICOM—through some
of its 32 workgroups—is looking to add
supplements to its overarching

Recent studies suggest that annual

into a number of workflows.” ☐
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Executive Session
patients, discovering new
approaches and applying
research real-time. When we
Tim McKula

Vice president, chief of research operations
Shirley Ryan AbilityLab
Chicago

The McKula file

• Vice president of information systems and CIO
for the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago/Shirley
Ryan AbilityLab, 2002 to May 2017
•	Vice president and partner, Diamond Management & Technology Consultants
•	Bachelor of Science, Mathematics and Computer Science from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

made this strategic shift,
there were no existing
models to leverage, so we
established and implemented a technology vision for
the organization. Major
goals for IT included
embedding data collection
throughout the hospital and
incorporating clinical
documentation into the
medical record without
requiring direct caregiver
intervention.

Using IT to revamp rehab
At the Shirley Ryan AbilityLab, Tim McKula found his place using
tech to help patients recover from traumatic injuries.

On the hospital’s
approach
Our organization has lessons
of value for the broader
healthcare community.
Seeing and treating patients
as individuals is important—

By Fred Bazzoli

not only to tailor their care
to achieve the best possible
outcomes, but also to show

Like many information technology profes-

On rehab’s IT needs

them dignity and respect.

sionals, Tim McKula was drawn into health-

Given the specialty care that we provide,

Our clinical and support

care by the opportunity to use his knowledge

understanding the documentation needs for

teams work extremely closely

and skills to serve others. “I saw a huge

rehabilitation and providing streamlined and

with each other to achieve

opportunity to make a positive impact on

efficient systems for documentation is

this level of care.

the care Shirley Ryan AbilityLab (which was

critical. Unlike patients in acute care settings

then known as the Rehabilitation Institute of

who spend the majority of their stays in their

On giving back

Chicago, or RIC) provides to patients,” he

rooms, Shirley Ryan AbilityLab patients are

I have been a patient dating

says. The opportunity to work at RIC came

encouraged to be mobile. Specialized

back to 2001 for care of my

after Joanne Smith, MD—then, a senior vice

systems such as real-time tracking are

lower back, and I have seen

president overseeing the organization’s

needed to efficiently provide care to our

the hospital from “both

information systems department—hired him

patients, regardless of their location.

sides” as a patient and

as a consultant to execute a new IT strategy.

employee, which has led to a

“One of the first pillars of the strategy was to

On evolution in care

deeper appreciation for

complete a reorganization of the IS depart-

In March 2017, the Rehabilitation Institute of

what we do. As a consultant,

ment, which entailed creating a new CIO

Chicago became the Shirley Ryan AbilityLab

I have been part of countless

role,” he says. “I was fortunate enough to be

with the opening of our new, state-of-the-art

organizations in many

hired into that position permanently a few

hospital. The 1.2-million-square-foot facility

industries. Shirley Ryan

months later.” Smith is now the organiza-

is the first-ever “translational” research

AbilityLab is truly unique,

tion’s president and CEO, and McKula is still

hospital in which doctors, nurses, scientists

and our positive effect on

there 17 years later.

and therapists work together, surrounding

humanity is very satisfying. ☐
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MDM & Data Governance Summit
November 3-5, 2019, New York City

Connect with MDM & Data Governance experts from around
the world at the MDM & Data Governance Summit.
This year’s events will include insight around the future
of consumer privacy and initiatives that will drastically
impact the data community.

Register Today.
www.information-management.com/conference/mdm-nyc-2019
Grace Leaper (646) 851-0822
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Suffering Chronic Data Pain?
Melissa Informatics is the Rx for EMR Data
Melissa’s master data solutions leverage semantic machine reasoning and 30 years of deep
understanding of data quality to clean, harmonize and unify data from disparate systems for care
coordination, improved billing accuracy, and reduced risks. We can help you:
• Verify, correct and update patients’ contact and clinical data
• Access drug, disease and gene content, lexicons and ontologies for data quality and discovery
• Achieve semantic interoperability - connect systems fast, at a lower cost
• Stay in compliance with existing/emerging standards and regulations: FAIR, HIPAA, EMEA

CLEAN EMR/EHR
DATA

FUTURE-PROOFED
COMPLIANCE

FREE EBOOK
Melissa.com/gold

UNIFIED
DATASETS

RAPID TIME
TO VALUE

IMPROVED
REVENUE CYCLE
MANAGEMENT

INFORMED DECISIONS
& DEEPER INSIGHT

6-Step Guide to Turn
Clinical Data Into Gold

Melissainformatics.com
1-800-MELISSA
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